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LeaseCrunch Joins Aprio Firm Alliance
A�liate Relationship Program
Aprio Firm Alliance is a national accounting �rm association designed by accountants
for forward-thinking CPA �rms.

Jason Bramwell •  Apr. 02, 2024

Accounting software company LeaseCrunch said today that it has joined the Aprio
Firm Alliance Af�liate Relationship Program and will be a key sponsor at the
alliance’s annual conference.

Backed by top 30 �rm Aprio, the Aprio Firm Alliance is a national accounting �rm
association designed by accounting professionals for forward-thinking CPA �rms.
This strategic partnership marks LeaseCrunch’s commitment to supporting the
growth and success of the accounting industry through collaboration and
innovation, according to a news release.

Aprio Firm Alliance provides CPA �rms exclusive access to professional connections,
expert advice, and technical resources necessary for overcoming challenges and
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capitalizing on opportunities. By joining as an af�liate program member,
LeaseCrunch will foster meaningful relationships with members, provide valuable
resources, and actively participate in the organization’s annual event later this year,
Aprio Firm Alliance said.

“We are thrilled to establish a partnership with an organization that embraces
growth and innovation,” Megan Krajnik, chief marketing of�cer of LeaseCrunch, said
in a statement. “As a company, we are dedicated to providing CPA �rms with
forward-thinking accounting solutions, and joining the Aprio Firm Alliance aligns
with our mission to empower accountants with the tools needed to thrive in today’s
landscape.”

Milwaukee-based LeaseCrunch is known for its lease accounting software, purpose-
built for CPA �rms and designed to streamline compliance with the latest accounting
standards, including ASC 842, GASB 87, GASB 96, and IFRS 16.

Through the af�liate program and event sponsorship, LeaseCrunch aims to deepen
its connection with the accounting community, reinforcing its commitment to
advancing the profession by contributing to the growth and success of progressive
CPA �rms across the nation, the company said.
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